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Historic district is the important part of cultural heritage and historical 
environment embedding development of a city and memory of citizens living here. 
However, during the rapid urbanization, this precious historic heritage is subjected to 
severe deconstruction. Five-foot way is common architectural form in South-east 
China and South-east Asia which has unique culture source and architectural 
characters, yet historic districts of five-foot way around China are impacted a lot by 
modern culture. 
This paper compares the conservation policies of five-foot way historic district in 
Xiamen and Singapore to explore the weakness in China and study the excellent 
experience from other countries. Firstly, the status in quo of historic district in China 
is presented and the question is raised. The reason of choosing the cases of Xiamen 
and Singapore is also given. Secondly, relevant cases and research is studied to 
provide a theoretical support for further research. In the third and forth chapters, 
cultural background, planning system, style of architecture and district and the 
establishment of the policies in two cities are explored. Chapter Five makes 
comparison between two cities in those aspects respectively and the suggestion for 
establishing a new conservation policy of Zhongshan Road five-foot way historic 
district is given.  
Through the comparison, it is found that the effect of conservation policies in two 
cities is quite different. This is probably due to the different planning system and 
different physical and spatial pattern of five-foot way districts. However, more 
important, the differences of establishment, supervision and implementation of the 
policies may answer for the gap. The last chapter criticizes the conservation policy of 
historic district conservation in China and summarizes the advanced experience of 
Singapore. 
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图 1.1 和图 1.2 分别为 1984 年和 2012 年厦门历史街区的卫星航拍图。两图对

























































图 1.3 厦门当地报纸报道 
资料来源：黄婷婷、石勤.《百年老街 21 幢骑楼遭“毁容”》.《厦
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